
 
 

Relax, Bend Your Hip Joint 
  

by Donald Rodier  

  

I always fondly use the term “likeable” when speaking about Master Ben Lo.  It 

may seem like a very shallow description, but I mean it in a very respectful and 

affectionate way.   

 

Everyone can remember their first workshop/camp with Ben.  My first encounter 

with Ben happened about 17 years ago.  It was a weekend workshop that was 

held in what seemed to be an indoor football stadium with a lot of people; it was 

actually a high school gym.  We were told to line up in rows according to how long 

we had been practicing Tai Chi.  I had just finished one year with my teacher, Sifu 

Julian Chu who was also there - at the other end.  At first, I was relieved to be so 

far away that I would not embarrass Julian.  But that relief turned to angst once 

Ben asked us to hold the posture we had just started.  That angst turned to panic 

when I realized that he was going from person to person and that we were not 

going to move until he was finished correcting everyone’s posture!  It seemed like I 

was the last person in that crowd and mentally calculated that he would get to me 

in about three hours!  I was facing a wall so I could not see what Ben was doing, 

but I heard some slapping sounds and him saying something which I could not 

fully discern.  When he got to me, I was sweating and shaking profusely and could 

barely stand-up.  He smiled and said “get down, bend your hip joint”.  Then he 

lightly slapped by hip area and again said “bend the hip joint”.  At the point, I really 

felt like reaching out and choking him! (not really).  Then he smiled even more 

broadly, laughed, and said “RELAX”.  That would be the beginning of many more 

workshops and camps in the following years.   

 

Ben held his classes without a rigid formal atmosphere.  He was always “Ben.”  He 

genuinely cared for his students and everyone could feel that caring.  Yes, the 

camps could be tough but they were also fun at the same time.  There was 

something else about Ben besides his uncanny martial art expertise that kept us 

coming back.  To me, he was just very “likeable” - one hundred percent genuine.  

As emphasized by others, Ben demonstrated his skills in a humble manner and 

not by braggadocio.  He never placed himself on a pedestal, but rather showed 

you what mastery of Tai Chi could look like if you persevered and practiced hard.  

Ben inspired us by not only a being a being superior martial artist, but also as a 

resilient and brave man who overcame formidable health challenges at an 

advanced age.  

  

So, I have always “liked” Ben.  He taught me a lot about Tai Chi and life.  I miss 

him, but am grateful for having known him.  

 

Rest in Peace Master Lo! 


